Automated Online
Research

Navaera On-Demand Online Research provides automated access to a vast
catalog of stored data gathered from local, national and international media and other
electronic sources as well as published documents from journals, agencies and governmental sources.

Access to critical facts, figures, records, statistics,
alerts and breaking news keeps organizations
ahead of the curve and enables them to anticipate
risks and make informed decisions.
Navaera On-Demand Online Research is a
reference resource that provides automated
access to a vast catalog of news articles, reports
and intelligence from diverse sources. The
service delivers information quickly and securely
with automated access that enables advanced
analysis of data gathered from local, national and
international media and other electronic sources
as well as published documents collected from
journals, government agencies and other sources.
The service easily accommodates complicated
search criteria and continuously combs for
reports of negative incidents or specified names
or occurrences providing a comprehensive
360-degree view that allows users to connect the
dots that relate to events, individuals, incidents and
occurrences.

Navaera On-Demand Online Research is a superior
research service:
•

The service provides continuously updated
content from over 4,000 sources, including
archived news articles and published
documents;

•

It provides both online and API access;

•

Navaera’s programmable toolkit enables users
to access unstructured content automatically
using key words and key themes; and

•

The database has functionality that enables
users to execute complicated searches using
complex search criteria.

Secure access to critical data has implications
for governments and virtually all industries for
purposes of trading, risk management, identity
verification, strategic planning, market analysis
and incident awareness. Navaera Online Research
is designed to cater to user needs and types
of information required for optimal research,
compliance, identity verification, fraud detection
and strategic decision making.
Knowledge is the power that enables organizations
to detect and prevent financial crime, mitigate
risk, deter threats, achieve regulatory compliance,
improve operational efficiencies and enhance
profitability. Having precise, relevant, up-to-the
minute data enables organizations to be proactive
in the face of dynamic world events.
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